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Ideal for business cards, postcards, photos, greeting cards and tickets

Perforation and die cut (opitions)
Creasing and die cut (opitons)
Die cut

Specifications

Item                                    CC-220                                        CC-330

Speed                                    up to 150 business cards per minutes (CC-330)

                                              up to 120 business cards per minutes (CC-220)

Paper weight                        180gsm - 350gsm

Cutting tolerance                   ±0.3mm

Stacker capacity                    up to 660 pcs (300gsm weight)

Feed tray capacity                40 sheets(350gsm weight)         50 sheets(300gsm weight)

External dimensions             680×450×310mm                       760×550×310mm

Packaging dimensions         650×580×380mm

G.W. / N.W.                           31KG/26KG                                 36KG/31KG

Power supply              100 to 240 V AC, 50/60 Hz (Auto switching)

Humidity:                               35 to 75% RH (non-condensing)

Paper size                             195mm ~ 216mm (width) × 279mm ~ 297mm (length) for CC-220

                                              297mm ~ 330mm (width) × 420mm ~ 480mm (length) for CC-330



What makes the CC-330/220 special? 

The Vulcan CC-330/220 is designed and constructed with the intention to enhance productivity

through quick, high quality, accurate cuts to paper material.

It is intended to simplify the cutting process while reducing operator stress at a critical point in

product production and to provide safe and easy operations.

The Vulcan Card Cutter has been introduced as a light weight table top cutter capable of cutting

many types of paper and card stock. It is controlled by a micro-computer offering convenient

cutting through preset layouts for consistency and ease of use.

The cutter may also be adjusted to allow for custom sizes as needed.

Paper feeding is automatic through a sole friction method.

The blades are self-sharpening and do not require maintenance. 

Each Roller Blade Assembly is constructed to cut a specific width, multiple blade assemblies

can be used with the same machine by emoving two thumb screws, don’t need any tools.   

 

Interchangeable Heads,
One machine,numerous possibilities...

Perforation and die cut

Suits for printing shops, design shops, DIY shops,

online shops, supermarkts, and more. 

Creasing and die cut

Die cut


